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Abstract 
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. The effect· of _various·. atmospheres upon· the 1S00°F 
mechanical behavior· of pure nickel, nickel ~ ·_ 5 atomic_ percent 
. . ./ . 
aluminum, nickel - 5 atomic percent sili~onc., and rii'ckel -
rl. 5 atomic percent beryllium was studied~ j:t Wq.S found that in ~ 
---·-Q· · an inert atomosphere, -the· repeated stress behavior 
independent 9f ~olid s;,olution allo.y~ng_ effects and 
primarily upon the host metal. 
,is relatively 
qepends 
,.;.. . -~...:.T, .· 
Oxidizing atmospheres, -On the other hand, were fo~d to 
..._. affect the behavior thro'ugh several mechanisms. Surface --
.. 
oxide inhibits slip anq subsurface oxygen penetration in the 
. . 
form of dispersed oxide. particles was found to _st·rengthen · the 
.. · .. ~llo_ys. Grain boundary soiut·e concentration and corresponding 
\ :aepletibn/ in adjacent a~eas was· observed. The effect of these 
factors upon mechanital behavior is discuss~d. 
• :. Evidence suggesting an interi!"elation __ between creep and 
. 
~ 
fatigue ..,a.t eleva~ed temperature is also presented and 
• • • • • ·7 • • - ' 
. 
discussed.· 
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- Introduction 
With the advances of technology, metal parts subject to 
' . 
··-~ . ., 
repeated stress have been placed under very severe service, 
elevated temperature being very~corrunon. Recent theoretical 
discussions'of fatigue failure have been concerned primarily 
. 
·with ambient atmospheric conditions (1 - 5). When higher 
temperatures are encountered, e_nvironmental conditions .are of 
utmost importance. Pre~ent ~owledge of behavior under 
-
() " 
.... -- . 
:r~peated stress must b·e· exte·nd.ed if design criteria are tp be 
. 
p 
developed for· metal usage UIJ.der these. condit.ions. 
'• 
. Previous work by this investigator (6) found that to 
:.,. ~ .· 
understand mechanical behavior at elevated temperatures, the 
" .... ·. . 
combined influence of several factors must be· considered. These • 
factors include ·stress, t~mperatureJ. environment, and metallur- . 
.. gica·l structure. - ...J'. 
,I 




·Stress at elevated temperc;3.ture is the :relation between creep 
. 
-
a:ncf~ :fatigue. ·· Meleka ( 7) propo~ed_ several methods of evaluating 
combined fatigue-creep data:. Even m9re important than this is ......... 




One ?u~h the_~ry, proposed by Kennedy (a_·), is based upon th~ 
. . . . 
. 
:.... ... 
: ··-·.-i,'-;---. , - ---- • .
sutnmation of -two opp9~ing _ _ef_fects: a~)_- _work-hardening - ._ / -' 
.:!,'. -_ ' 
. . 
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=.=.·=- -_-·. __ . · _ . -- - -p-Fod=uded~by def ormatioo and b. ) thermal -~ecovery which takes. -~
-:,.__/ _____ . ., -----~: 
. • v-.,~:.'$_..e . , 
p.lac·e a~· hig~ temperature. Interpretation of results would be · . 




~ produced dur~ng repeated loading-·. These vacancies co~J_d either 
·--·--
-
soften.~ or harden the material depending upon their interaction···~ 
_...- . 
•--""with~ di.slocation movement. 
T~in:perature~·mas, · have a significant influence -·on the mode . ... . . . 
--~ · of fracture. The occurrence of both intergranular · and trans -
.. 
·granular fracture has ·b~en ___ observ·ed. _ ·This fracture behavior 
. 
- " . . 
' 
.... ~ ......... _, ' 
~,.. " . . --· cannot' be -attribut.ed completely to temperature;. bu-t d
epends also .. 
. . ·~ (: upon the combirlect et:fectS, of stress and environment. Thes~ -1aSt , 
. two ·factors are in$eparable if the_ environment .is not' inert. 
··--------
-----~-----
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Corrosion affects the fatigue behavior· ·of materials most(~-
•• -I~-~-~· severly if it occurs concurrently with the actual fatigue ( 9). · 
__ .-<a) 
M~Kay and Worthington (10) state that corrosion is detrimental 
--·. to the fatigue resistance of a material. An qutstand ing excep-
. tion to the influence of corrosion is _oxidation. This phenom-
.·--enon, affecting almost all metals- at elevated temperatures, can 
be very beneficial at lower stress levels where suffiq.,ient time 
~ ..--,e ~ -. 
allows its occurrence. Surf ace oxide and inte;'nal oxidation can · 
.. ~ .... ~ 
! 
.. 
·streng~hen alloys, though simultaneous embrittlement can be 
harmful. In simple :,binary· allqys, solute elements can combine·.-' 
with oxygen to tOrm dispersed oxid!:!S (il), thus giving the 
. I • . • - ~ 
materials added strength at elevated temperatures. Behavior 
of many alloys has shown that solute elements wi1ll o"ften 
preferentially oxidize causing solute depletion in adjacen~_, 
. . . 
. ~egions. The presenc_e of this concentration inhomogeneity 
may considerably c3.ffect the resultant behavior' .. of the bulk 
ma tet~i:a~ . -, 
----·---------------
, . 
Through a rather r.ecehtly developed procedure, high ,. f ~u·.1 
temperature fatigue testing can be done· with some assurance-· of 
. . - . 
··-reproducibility. Harper, e_t al _(12.) have developed a 
l 
facil~ty. of relat·ively good. diversification with respect to 
repeated stres.sing at elevated temperature. Adaptat,i-Gn-,of th.is~ 
{ 
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; .. . ' 
T}1e present study 'was_ concerned with re major "area-s-: 
(l).~ An adap.tation of the above equipment for environme_ntal 
!• .,, • • _ ..... 
' 
control was ~made by. fabricating a suitcfble atmosphere _chamber.· 
I ;._. 
~- -.:. .. 
(2) Fatigue-t~ date were obtained for a series·of solid 
. ... 
· solution nicke·1 alloys _as tested in both inert and oxidizing a 
. ,. 
atmospneres a~ 1500°F. It wa~ ~nticipated that this data would 
-~-,,..---...--_....:...._ ___ ~_L~_:, --~-------------- -- -·--~· --- - ---- - - - -~-------- --
.. ,, . ,. ---
~ show the effect oft different -·environment~l conditions upqn -the 
• • - ... j 
, 
mechanica1-··beh~vi_or of ·these ~l,loys 9-t elevat'ea temperature. '. 
. . . ... _. 
• ,11!;1:tl ~ 
,.. . ' ( 3) . ·-Metallography and, electron probe :micro-analysis ·WeFe -., ·· 
~ - .. _ . . " ~ : . . 
,· 
___ ::~(t=e~_~_the above Specimens to· form a more quantitative means . . " . . -·-- - - . -
: ~ ...,.. C" 
.. 
.__. _,.,- .. -
,- . :..__ - - --·--
'-:-----· 
. ~-
.- ; ....... --.-
.. 
- .... ...,, 
-"- !. 
. -- . ... . . . 
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evaluating the of materials for high temperature 
applications. This analysiz; considered both surface and 
interr1al oxidation and their effect upon solute concentration 
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' ' Materials -
Alloys of the following nominal compositions were sele·cted-: ~ 
- ..... 
~ 
pure nickel, nickel -- 5 atomic percent aluminum, nickel - 5 
atomic percent beryllium, and nickel - 5 atomic percent silicon.· 
These alloys were selected for several reasons: a.) All three ' ....... ---
,,, . - ., . ,.. . 
, major alloyi~g elements have a greater tendency for· oxidation than 
,. ' 
' .. 
; .. · ..... 
J 
nickel and form alloys which are single phase, solid solutions 
at the· temperature studied; b.) the relative atomic diameter 
at the alloyirtg elements with respect to nickel, that is, 
C . 
aluminum, silicon, and beryllium, fulfill the requirements of 
8
• having larger;, approximately the same, and smaller atomic radii 
.- than nickel respectively, and ~.) each. of .. the element~ has a 




Tb~. selected/alloys were p~oduced by:vacuum-induction melting 
..•. i -----· 
... 
-r --- . . .. _, ------- -- ·-. -~ --· ---- - --··-- -
and y~cuum .casting into four-by-four inch square cast iron ingot 
m0lds. · These ingots ·were ..... then f~rged at 2100~F _to sections 
- IV 
3/4 x 3 inches wide an.d f-inal.ly hot rolled to ·strip approximat.ely 
. ' .. I • 
three inc s wide by three-sixteenths inch thi'ck. . The 
composition1 ._of the alloys usecl are given in Table I. 
I . . . . 
Sp.ecimen bl'r~~s _were cut from, th~ hot __ rolled pl<:1te. Aft·er 
-·grinding, the_se blanks were machined to the specifications shown 
Q· ' 
c~ ... -'-- ~- -'--1I1-FigUre-·1. ---ThiS tYP~ ~r--~~i~~~;t;;~ss fatigue speciffien-was · 
----- . ---· -----------------------·--· .. ·---------~-------------------""'- --- . .. - -------
----~ 
· used by Feilbach (13). In this specimen, a stress conc'entration 
\, ~ ' I 
is present due to the reduced section., Feilbach calc~lated 
. ~ 
· the concent;rat:ton ___ and ·found· it to be relatively. sma.tl. 
'.,("' . ......_._...r, • - ----·----
---- ---- --- . 
Calculation of the maximum stress in the--reduced section was 
w made. usin~ _ _J!~e-~!!eng~h of mat·erials ·solution found !!l .~-----~~· ;_ 
--- . . . _.,. 
·. . -'ft~ ct· I ' . ·--
~----• .·~-. ---------~-~- ---.t1.ppen-1x --- . t: --------·--- · -
·• 
,,. ~ 
ror four hours to re·lieve · ,') ·specimens were annealed at 
II 
stresses from machining and to pr,,oduce a relati_vely_. uniform_~· 
. grain size in the _:t9~~---J!la~~~~1:als. It should be ~.oted. that ·, _ 
__. - - -- - - - -. . -
'"" .. . 
- ~~·· · a_lthough thi·s __ annealing temperature produce-cf a la~g_e_· grain- . . . 
. -~ 
. . . 
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- -·~ 
s·ize, (average grain diameter 0.170 mm.), ·this characteristic-
was desired for better high temperature fatigue resistance (14,15) . 
This annealing treatment, although performed in an ninertT' 
gas atmosphere, irroduced a thin film of oxide on the specimens. 
This film was removed by careful hand polishing of both flat and 
f 
edge surfaces with a series of successively finer emery papers~ 
' -
...----·-'- ..... 
• ·c - -. -
• I ,._ • 
.. .... _ .. 
... 
.... -.... -_.-----,-,-----At all times, care was · exercised to insure that fine scratches 
left by the finest paper (4/0 grit)~were parallel to the 
.. 




-----··~ longitudinal axis of the specimen. Care was also taken to prevent 







was a· rac}\iat1on pyrometer sighted on this 
Although the possibility of preferred orientation seemed 
slight, a pole figure analysis was made :using a Siemens 
Texture. Diffractometer. This app·aratus is o·f the modified· -
.. 
. . . Schul·z type in which the- azimuthal and inclination angles can be 
varied in a synchronous manner. Pole figues were taken from 
' 
. 
reflections. of {111} p+anes obtained. using zirconium-filtereo 
molybdenum Koc radiation. Results of this· analysis.gave·no 
. -· 
' . 
. ··i.a-- '-h ..J': indication of any preferred orientation • 
., 











A. Tension . ·1_ . I 
. . n;ie absence -of strength dat~ on these. alloys, e>nly one 1· 
qf whic~·· is I commercially. produced, required tension tests. ·These 
. . 
--l 
--~-- ::·-----~ --------. -----:were performed on an Instron _te_D_§.!QD~~-omp.r.es.S:i-Gn"---=t-e&t-ing-ma.c.h-i11-ew-~· .. __ ...,_ ----~~,,-.+ 
____ , -~------ ---~-· __ -•-- --· .. .. --··---~----·~••-"'•--•--.~-••·"-,--••·•--••-··--•-•---__,.,a_••·•• ..... ~ .. ·-·"-'-"'t..,.,~.:., ..• ,•H,.'•&-~c.~-•--7'1,,••""~-·_. < 
. ~ 





· B. Fa:tigµ~ ,. ··-"· ., .. -. . .... ~ .. ... -v>t 
' -
. .. ,... ' 
' ' . 
------- The -~eq'!.1-iJ?.m.ent used for elevated tempe.rature fatigue-
.• 
. . type testi:i.g in air atmospheres was developed. at Lehigh _ . ....... ~ 
<_-:_~-----~~-~~---~~-~=~ ~--__;=_:~::-:~·==~~----Uni~.ersity · ( 12). _ ~s · the present __ s_tud~/ enc_ompaS.s_ed ·atmospheres~--- -----~ --_-:---~--- ~ 
6tn·e~-·--tr1an:=-\~fi·r-;~--s·ome--··pr'ov:rs i-on·-had-·to-be --_;~d;f-or the. con ta in J 
• - --. - - ------ ---:1 · ---- -- ·- -• --' . . - - . -- ' ... - . - ,-
men t of an . atmosphere aboµt the. specimen while testing wa-s·· in 
--
- ~ .. / . 
' . pFogr?s s··. . Modifications w·ere .- made tor ·: tili'S _.purp,ose .--- . 
. . 
· • a-,-,.,f:_. ~· .· - .'l 
---*.!: __ ·· 
-·· ...•... 
- ~:' - ~~~,- ..... --:~-,~ .·.-_.;.. . r _-·- ·:-: - __ ·,~:·.-,,.;· ~ .. ~ - -~ 
.. . . '•' . . . . 
- - -
.~ - . --• 
' . • c..! 
.J- .... 
. ~' -·- --
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·-" - ---------· - - . 
~~~ 
The modified equipment is ___ shown in Figure 2. It 
-~--
. . --- . 
- ~- -.. -. . i /., ,. 
consists of·: A~) a ~antilever beam, ·reversed loading fatigue- . 
·testing machine; b.) a 2.0 Kw Lepel ·high ~requency generator 
and its associated induction coil; c.) temperature control 
. '.) 
'•' 
~ . r . 
~-
~· ~ ., ... 
I 
. 
apparatus including a Wheelco - Land radiation pyrometer,- a·_ '\' .. ~~ • L -- --
-_.......-~.--. 
Wheelco Series 8000 temp_e;rature recorder, and a model ·tw'.lMC 
~·. 
.·. . 
- ~- - - ___ _._._ _ __ .J__....:..J. _____ __.. 
three-function current proportioning· cont~ol unit; and d.) a 
' - . ' ' 
.. stainless steel chamber for enclosi~g the atmosphere. 
, . The -cyclic loading ~- suppli_ed by a Wiedemann-Baldwin 
.,. __ ... SF-2 fatigue testing machtne. This maehine is capable of 
producing a load. of t 25 pounds maximum at, a frequency of 1800 
cycles per minute. ' a 
.... ·~ -
f.·9 
The stainless st~~latmos~ere chamber incorpor,ated 
. r 
several basic ideas fr.om the original eq_uipment. The relatiel\fe.~,.., ;;/, - - I i 
\ -
' ··--·-- ______ J• po~ttiohs of .. _th~ .. ,radiation pyrometer, specimen, and induction 
coil,-·· ·shown in Figure 3, __ are .similar to those in- the original 
....... 
ea_uipT.ent .. -The most serious. problem encountered ·was that of 





.. . . - . -
-
, ' 
· ~l fronl the fatigue te.sting machine to· the specimen. This was 
. 
' 
. : accomplished ·by use of. a. ·nickel bellows. designe·d specifically 
. . 
for this purpose. To _fa~~l~tate observf tion _ while tes.ting, -th·e. 
face plate of- the chamber was made of one inch -Plexiglas. Minor · 
modifications of this chamber-·p-Cer-m:it' testing. in vacuum. 
-· ---~- .._c_::-----c-.. _ .--·---.- :-:-----_ ~-_ - - Heating of the specimen is accomplished by using ·an .. ----··· 
r---_.,...:_~_·· ··-_--_---_ in~;;~i~n c~ii-~~pp11;~i··;1.th-p-~;;·;~··1:h;o~gh ins ula tea ·1 eaas·-intn-=-e-:--. ~---~-~-J. 
::, . ' 
~ --;. . 
' 
----




wr: l · Temperature contr~l t.~ maintained by the three 
~1\(- . -· ~ , ... ~. ,, 
.... 
I 
I itr ' components' mentioned prev-! ously: th·e radiation ·pyrom~ter, 
i~t( . • . . ' I ' Jt,. the temp.erature .. recorder, and the three_-function cur~ent pro-
-~~----------~~-------.-~·· _ ·< __ -_portioning control .'cc The temperature. i§ sensed by the_· . . " - :_ :_-- I 
-- -----
- - - -----
..... ' ti 
-~ . _ ,_.. rad iation·--pyrom-eter s ightecrb-etweerr -two -- t-ttrns-ef-"the · induction b --~- -- -~-· 1 
'/. 
'coil. This signal- i.s the in-put for the temperature recorder ·· I 
~ -~~- __ : · which is connected to the current proportioning control unit. · I 
. ' ' ! 





rectifier connected. in_ series. with an electronic servo-~mechanism· 
, 
: . . 
, .. 
' 
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- -------- ~ 
·; . 
.. -
which adjusts the power input_ to the induction coil~· 
·B.l.) Temperature control 
The presence or absence of __ oxides on the test specimens 
has a large effect on the emmissivities as seen by the radiation 
-pyrometer. · ;It was therefore necessary to use methods other 
than radiation pyrometry to a-etermine the proper control setting 
-- --·----~-----'-~-for each alloy-atmosphere ·co!fil)inati_on. Feilbach ( 13) states that 









identical to the test specimens with the exception of the 
---
add it ion of an iron-constantan thermo-couple welded onto ttrem • 
. 
This thermocouple was located on the under s·ide of the specimens 
directly in the ·center. of :the reduced section .. 
-. A .modif-ication of this procedure was made due to difficulty ··~-
encountered in trying to weld the wires to ·.t·he specimens. Instead 
--- ~ --· .. - -- - . - -- . - - . ---- - - -- _,....__ •· ···- -· ·-~ - . - - - -
. ...
 
of the speci~en forming the bead between the thermocouple wires, ·· 
beads were formed between the wires themselves. These beads 
were plac;ed in small holes drilled in the calibration specimens. 
J ' 
~ • 
Doub-t a~ -to-·the validit.y of this. technique was dispelled when 
- ,_ 
·calibration procedures run on -sp.ecimens containing :Both ·types 
' . 
. 
of thermocouples showed little te~perature difference between 
' 
the two types of couples·. ! --
. . 
Thermocouples maae of thirty gage (0.010 inches in diameter) 
.., wire Wet'e -attached to the calibr~tiOI) sp·ecime~ and temperature 








·.,. .."· - - ·'.F 
.- control was-, established· with the specim~n .. in$tall~q ·-in the 
--===-=-· ---. .,.:.;;ec-·- ~.:.;;:::;;..;te~-t:'i-ng~---ma-eh±ne-;·~~c;:l'he--p-OWeF-'~t.:t.ing...orL.th-e .... c_Qil.t:r..<;>Jle r was vaFieG--~·'···· ... -~ ___ :: __ .1 --~-----------
,, --· 
~ ' 






. · ntil a-·p-otent-tometer· attciohed---t-o -the--t:l1ermocouple indicated 
-,, --==..::--=-==-~~~~------~~~.,. ~ 
that the specimen was at· the desired temperatur-e-. . The settings .~ 
. , 
- . 
.-.. -- - on the.curren~ control were then adjusted to maintain the 
. ···· temperat'uret-o·a pretisfon of -:!: 10° F. This procedure was . - _.__.. ... , 
--
-





changed. Calibration specimens_ were used- -frequentiy to ve~ify 
--------
---. . . 
- -------
---·--------~---· 










_ Another problem inherent. in· the use of thermocouples -is., 
J."!"-, - . 
'\ 
,.--- I 
·their. limited l'.ife during ·periods of specimen vibration •. ··, --··--~_ --
.-.--.. 
' 
------- -- - ;-_ Feilbach (13) aild Harper (16) examinEid·tbis probiem and. ~t~te 
. - ' 
. 
.-
' ..... - l 
-- - - - --
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,, _ __, . . 
, ~ 
;· --
-· that temperature chaf!.ge· occurring during the s·witching from 
static to dynamic conditions was_ negligible._ H,~nce, all~--:... 
calibrations were' determined under static· conditions.. , . 
;i.· -· .... _ 
. .. 
A final consideration in temperature control is oxide~· 
formation on the specimens. To insure uni-form conditions 
I 
and stable temperature control in the oxidizing atmospheres, 
j ~ 
each _sl?ecimen was held- at test temperature for three-quarters -of 
.an ho1;1r prior to t·he start of dynamic testing. · Identical· 
proced~res were followed, for calibra"tion and test specimens alike. 
' 
Atmospheres which were 'inert and produced no surface oxide 
were considered differently.. In these tests, the chamber was 
flushed with argon for 45 minutes prior to he~~ing the specimen._ 
During tl:t~ last fifteen minutes of this period, a "getter" of 
.... ,r-- ... _ 
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~ •. ·~ -'· '. 
. . 
ream~ning oxidizing components-of the atmo$phere. This procedure 
- ' 
having bee~ completed, 'the specimen was heated to test tempe~ature -·---• 
" : 
~or a ten minute soaking period after. which calibration or 
testing~ was beguri ~ · I' 
\, . 
·"'B_:_ 2.) Testing sequence __ . 
, '~J: .. 
.. Fatigue-type testing was conducted at 1500°· F .. in two 
atmos.pheres ._ The first of these environments, air, was .-oxidizing 
to. both the -nickel and the major alloying elem~_nt. In contrast 
,,to this _behavior, the· ~~cond environment, argon, was oxioizing 
,,a •• 1 
---~ = • :.... -- · ;.;:=-c.--~tJ'.\ ·rle_,:._~ """I"\ T'\ -i r, 1~ - , _T'\ r'\TI ~ h.a ~- ~ iJ:&.\.\..~~~n..:b,C!=~·-== . ~- . ~·,,.~-~ .... -.,.._ . 








.-_+-'-:--:~---~--~--'-··-The--ehoiee of--the-i.~66°-~~-te·sting tempe--r ....... a .._t ......... ur'V"rn"'!e~w"'"'""a-r-rs---.·a,.,..,11.----· -------• 
. {-' 
attempt to optimize many different variables. A high temperature 
. was desired for rapid diffusion and higher oxidation rates. Also,· 





'-'------- -~----- . ···-·· - - . ~ ... the temper-ature-wa-s chosen high-enough. -t-o.l<.eep the alloys in the j 
--·I . 
-· 
solid solution. cond1tion.r- Offsetting these reasqns.for high 
. . , - .. r . 
. ---- -·--- - - ·- --
···r" ./ 
· ·· · -- ·- temperature~'.were the necessity t6 ·keep the temperature low 
--
. . .. ..,. . 
enough to prevent excessive gra~n _growth and to permit higher · 
· testing stres·ses for accuracy of load application. ,. 
Temperature -~ontrol, mentione~ previously, exhibited a 
JJiaXimum reliable pre~ision of 1500° F. t 100 F. Dunsby (i7) . 
. - ' 
• ----~- ... •·:.-0 • 
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·in his evaluation for · furnace requirements for. elevated 
~emperature testing found that no.standard criteria appear to 
exist for this type of fatigue testing. Interaction between 








S·ince · the nature of the specimen surfac·e with respect 
to oxi~e formation had a significant _influence on the mechanical 
-behavior, an X-ray q~ffraction analysis was made using a.) ·polish-
. 
_, ed, hea·t-treated_materia1· prior to te~ting, and b.) reduced sect- .. r-
.. . t 
ions of specimens tested for·· th,e longest lifetimes in air and · ··-. __ 
argon. From the untes_ted material, the lattice parameters of the· 
-------- -----, _.._ ____ _ 
--~-~iloys.-were ___ determined ·- ___ --The ... presenc.e ___ and __ types of __ oxides _wer_e, __ 
· -determ-ined-- from .. ~t)1e tested material . 
.i. 
- Equipment·used in this analysis was a Siemens 
... ~., 
- .. 
Kristallofle·:>G IV X-ray unit and corresponding "instrument.ation 
- for counting and recording the reflected radiation. Radiation. 
used was zirconiw:n-fiitered molybdenum l<o(. 
··"'-: ;· . ,;. . 
_B. , Metallography and Electron Probe 
--· . 
, . -- Representative samples for ·both metallographic and 
eiec-t'ron probe analysis were selected from each alloy-atmosphere -·, _,.~ _ _.




the. as-tested condition in an effort to understand the gross 
~-::r~~---------~--........ _____ ......._ ___ _ 
--· ~~· - - ........ ---.......... .--..c; 
----------..--· ____ features of the~phertomena." o~urrmg .. ~--~··---·Trie---·-rea·u~e·a-·· "se-ct_i.oris ___ w·er-e. 
t:ti~~-· ~emoved and cut into' two p_ieces • · One of 4 these pieces was 
f -. . . . ' ' 
mounted to allow'observation of the flat surface-of the 
... ~ ............... a...J 
' ... -· 
·.·specimen,r,while the other was mounted to produce _a transverse 
-~. 
\ - . 
- ~ .. , l!:view of the thickness. _ The· orientations of these sections with. 
' 
... 
. ' . 
.... . . 
l 
~- 1 _ respe.~t .to the specimen are clearly shown ~!'.l Fig~re 4. Th~s . . }. _. 
"--------~--~-~-- \ ,---- pro,ceaure·' was· fo-ll.,owed-:--for ~wo reason-s-: f 1rst, 1n the f at1gu.~:!~ · ·~---
.J , ·-· \ _fYPe ·testing of th:is ·study, the· reduced s-ection of t~~- spe9imen 
. 
,ris the- portion most affected, and sec.and, effects throughout the · ·· 
""'· ... . . 
-
~ ' 
··• ... ~ ... 
----- -.. :: · \- -... thickness·· rnust also be considered . --~ 
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··"'·""' 
-evaluation- with the electron probe. might provide insight· into the -
oxidation behavior.-- A -Cambridge Model Mark IV Electron-probe -
Microanalyzer was used for this analysis. Thre_e, types .,of data 
were produced: electron images, elemental X-ray images, and X-
- --ray line scans. Note should be made that on specimens of the 
nickel-alumin~ ·alloy useg for probe analysis, powdered 
.. 
magnesium oxide instead of alumina was used as a grinding powder 
on ·the laps. This change was- necessitated by the erroneo1-1s 
.. ,. results which would. have been produced on aluminu1n X-ray images 
.. . 
by the aluminum-alumina combination. 
· The f i_nal step was to etch the polished specimens and 
examine the resulting microstructures. The etchant used was 
,_ 
~- . ---- -•- .. composed of twe~ty millilitersr--·,C _ QDG~n.t.r_~-t§g._c· nitri_c:! ~¢id mix~c!_ ___ with 
-~----
,.ff" .. - ... - . 4, 
'! .J 
; 
____ _:_--:---.·- ---. ·-~~ ... - ... -- -
_.,..-:e,i.., 
fifteen drops hy9-rofluoric ac;i_d. This etchant~was f~@d to 
. . 
, 
provide suitable structural observations using etching times 
between one.and ten s~conds. , 
. tC 





nu·e to the pr!3sence of oxi-de on many of the 
fat~gue. specimens, a similar m~c:ro~tructllral analysi~a's ) 
performed on oxidized· .but unstressed sample·s. These specimens 
. .. 
were .. produced by heating coupons of .each allqy at 1500~ F. in a 
• • I 
I I 
.~ static· air_ atmosphere for approximately 10~ hc,urs, this period . j 
,~., -----------~---- - ·of_t_ime __ b_eing equivalent to an~ endurance life of about ten _ · [ 
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were aids in the evaluation of the inter-relat~ effects of high 
temperature beha"vior and oxidation. 
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room temperature and 1500° F., the fattgue testing tempera-
. ture. Data for pure nickel were found in the literature"(l8) 
and used as a comparison for-the test results obtained. The 
present data and that found in th~ literature are found in Table. 
II. The data reported for 1500° F. w_ere obtained :from single -------~ 
specimens of each m~terial tested in air" and, al_though the 
c-'"' 
relative magnitudes of the strengths are probably correct, · 
. ' .... 
. values should be considered preliminary. The data at room 
temperature were obtained from duplicate specimens and re-
ported as ~verages of two valuet . 
Several factors should be noted about this ·tensile data. 
The addition of alloying elements increased the strength of 
.. ·· the pure nickel stgnificantly. At room temperature the_ .. 
-
alloys a:re, in order of fncreas ing strengt~s: pure nickel, 
-
• - r' nickel - aluminum, nickel - s_ilicon, and .nickel - beryllium· . 
• 
. ' 
This order changed at 1500°- F. ·, in that the tensile streng_ths._ 









The ductility of these materials·, as evalqat-e<t by -·-··· --· -· __ _ ~ 
. . J 
~~~~~-~~~-~-~~~~~==·=-~ 
-:·· - - ---- ---- ------------- ---- ---
elevated temperature. In all _cases, elongation.at room 
. 
temperature was approximately fifty percent, while" at 1500<;> F·. · 
'.i-' .• ·-~:. 
?."--• 
.... 
only the nickel - beryllium alloy indicated a possibility of 
I':. -
obtaining an elongation in e_xcess of twenty-five percent. 
This decrease in ductility ·has been previ_ousl~ noted by 
-.;;.=-~- •- . .. 
-
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· 5 atomic percent aluminum, nickel - 5 atomic p-ercent silicon, 
' 
and nickel - 5 atomic percent beryllium at 1500° F. in 
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Figure 5 presents two phenomena to be considered. ~ Fo~ an 
. endurance life- of approximately ten ·million .. cycles, the fotfr 
materials show strengths which have the ·same -.relative order as ., 
the 1spo ° F. tensile strengths; that is, in order of increasing 
_,. -·- strengths: pure nicke}., _-nickel - silicon, nicke~ - aluminum, 
<\: 
, 
and nickel - beryllium~ At shorter lives this order is maintained 
·..:. . ... ----.. ' 
. 
-
with only one exception. Clearly, the.nickel - beryllium alloy 
exhibits· a behavior which makes it a poor choice for short t_if!le 
life. A plausible explanation of this behavior is disCu$_s_ed in 
,. 
a later section in view of metallographic observations made. 
B. ~rgon ·atmosphere·· 
./ 
Mechanical behavior in argon showed a striking- difference .. 
·: f..C.-- .- --
Figure 6 · shows tl)at, with the exception of. tb.Et .. nic·kel - silicon 
-----c,- ---- • .-a-ll9y, the mechanical· behavior of all alloys· .is identical and 
f 
that,there is no cor7elation with the static tensile properties. 
This behavior was surprising ~s one would expect that, under 
I • 
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-. Present ·theor-ies--or-·cre·ep ___ ~c-an.;~--no-wever-;--·expl~ln ___ the similar ~----·--·-----·---
behavior of these mat~~-i~ls in the argon atmosphere. The effect ·\ 
of solute elements upon the ~reep behavtor of the solvent material i 
can be related to the competition between thetr effect upon the 
.,,.. .... 
rates of work-hardening and .recover·y ( 21) •. At temperatures, 
___ ~ ----:--:-·«-·--_· ----=--------=T~~-_11_4' so·· T___~P (·the_· me_lting_ point __ of the mater~ial_t_,__ where the _ 
rate of st-rain hardening is increase.d significantly, alloy~ng is 
.. ," . 
---- •-
! 
seen to have q. beneficial effect upo:r:-i creep resistance; but at·· 
temperatures wher~ recovery i§ more rap~d, · solid solution .... .. . ,~.-~·~,..;......, 
-~. .- ,.. • 
• •.•.• -· l.1, 
strength~ning has little effect ( 22). ,Since the temp·erature of 
.· ..... 
.. 
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the importance of creep on mechanical behavior is indicated. 
( 
Observation showed that specimens of the nickel - silicon 
alloy tested in argon for~ life of greater than 500,000 cycles 
. . ,. 
. . 




·~.· Although this layer was superficial, later discussion. will . 
... -.-
..... 
•• , r 
. 
. . "' 
' . 
demonstrate that surface oxidation improved rriechan-ical behavior 
at lonaer endurance life . 
..J 
The similarity in behavior of the alloys in the argon 
atmosphere led to an attempt to de:iive an empirical eauat;i.o:n for 
--. . 
this situation. In the low-cycle. range, fatigue-tYPe data have_ 
often been plotted with coordinates of logarithm of_ total strain 
verses logarithm of ~ife (in cycles). This idea proposed by 
l Basquin ( 20) was used in coni unction with a· least sq_uares 
'------ I. _,..,. 
antllysis. -Basq_uin prop·osed _ '!=hat this law, given by 
where 
ln S = ln k ·- m ln N 
. S· ;: stress 
ln k. = constant 
' . 
' . 
.~ . . .. . N = life, in_ cycle.s 
would hold t;ue for fatigue t~sting in general. In th~ presellt 
case,~~-e relat~~~sl1~~-~ obtained were the following: 
a.) for the pure nickel alloy 
. - . - '• 
ln S ::; 12.072 - 0.251 1n-~ N. ,, , 
b.) for the nickel - aluminum alloy - ,# 
' I 
- -- • - - - .._. I • 
' • 
~-~--~-~~= ;~· ~·· ~~~~~-Q.~~-~- -~-~=-=·~~:: =~-~~~ .... -~--
.. ---- ---- · · • ----·G.) £or- .-t.he-fil.G.kei .. ~: ··be-r-y.llium ·a-11-0¥---- _ · . ___ _::_ __ ~ . - -
~ 
ln S = 11.985 - 0.250 ln N 
Plotting and analyzing the data from these three alloy? 
., 
co~lectively would result in. the plot ·-shown in Figure 7. Although 
the straight lirie .. 
ln S~=-12J.,Q40 -· 0.251 ln N 
. . 
.. ~==··-·-=· . =---~~----c,q.,:a:l-'I· n~b~e de-rived-for-tit-is ' collectiv"'"'e.---,,fd~a+-ta.......-' ...a_·,-~~~---.... 
, ' 
--------~ 
~-consideration here is that all af the dp.ta· f-its withi.n a- -ba-rid '. __ 
. . , 
of. relatively narrow width. _This is especially signifjcarit 
..,_ .... ' 
\- . . ' .. 
when considering that fatigue-type data inherently show .a 
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reasonable amount of scatter. 
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c. Atmospheric effects 
----. 
. .. . .. 
~ . 
• 
Very important in this stucly:of elevated temperature 
mechanical behavior are the results obtained from the curves ·-
shown in Figures· · 8 to 11. - First, note that in all cases 
except the nickel - aluminum alloy there exists a crossover of 
· the curves for the two atmospheres.. The presence of this 
-
. 
··ll! phenomenon leads to the conclusion tha.t for higher ·stress levels 
. . 
the general trend i's -for the materials to have greater endurance 
i11 argon, while the reverse is true at» lower stress levels. 
Similar behavior has been noted· before (23 - 25) although 
reservations were encountered as specimen thickness seemed to be 
an important factor. Since the- specimen thickness· used in this 
study is several times the "critical thickness", this factor 
should be relatively unimportant. 
• 
.,.-- - --- ..... The number of cycles at which crossov~r takes place seems 
- --.!...._ 
:L. 
:· _- .... -~ 
' to foll.ow o.ua.lita:tively the ,relative ease. with which the solute 
element in the alloy is- oxidized. Considering free energy. 
values (26) as a rough measure of oxidation tendency, it was 
found that the order of the major alloying elements with respect 
. "· ...... - ~... - . 
to decreasing pxtdati9nj.;tendency · was aluminum, sil~Gon, 
' .. .,.,,,.t.J_ .,,. . -- .... , 
~ :.. 'j/1 - ., . ' 
. beryllium, and nickel. The resulting. rationale is that with· ·th·e---... 
addition of an alloying element;vhich oxidizes more readily 
I 
_: ~ than the· host metal, nickel,. the_ range of. endurance life f-or 







A--. -eeerea·ses-.----'.Phe~-amoUA-t:·of.---'EM&-·'deerea-se,-i'S~:i::iTat'tVeiy'-~-·~---- -~, · ·· · · ------····1 
.. -pr-oportional t·o th·e. ease- with· whic~ the---ar·royi:fig-element. may-·--bf-. ---..··~-------.--- ···--···-~--
.,, 
oxidized·. It . should be realized \itha t this can be, at best.,,- only 11 
a· "rule of thumb" as the activities of the alloying elements 
. ....._' . 
_--=..~1"""'-T-
in the solid solutions, which are. at- present unmeasured for these~ 




· ·°'The ·crossover indicates the existence of several mechanisms 
_·--·::-::.~----.t.· ___ -------- ---- -- - - - - .. 
----- ---~-~--· - - - ----~- -- -- ~ .•-- ~ 
occu~ring during the test~ng· in_tne_ different atmospheres. In 
. · ~- ~· p·articular, .. this· ~an .easily occur during __ testing in oxidiz1ng 
• • 
- 0 ~--
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.. 
·These mechanisms are: (a) Adsorption. of gas atoms on· the spec_ime 
I 
and especially on-.crack surfaces, tending to lower the surface 
-
- _ __:.---· 
1
--ertergy of the material and permitting eas·ier propagation ·of the 
----
,...r ____ ..,,.--~·. • • 
-r crack; and (b.) the reaction· which forms oxide, which usualiy 
... 
. ~ .• . 
• 
'decreases and in some cases stops propag~tion, thus increasing 
·· the endurance life. 
J . . 
The data presented support this hypothesis. · For short 
en~urance life, the ~dsorption of gas .atoms is _th_~ dominant '"': . 
•. 
mechanism .as oxide in· sufficient amounts .has not had· sufficient 
. 
time to form. The str_engthening. abilities of the oxides formed 
... 
are manifested only during longer endurance life, .when the oxide, 
,/ 
dtJe -to its superior strength at· elevated temperatures, s_trengthens 
"" 
the material. Of course·the metal-oxide bonding is a critical 
. . . \_-
factor during this ·period. Cass and Achter ( 25) examined this 
lending and' found it t~ exhibit sufficient strength for the above 
mechanism to be possible. 
·11 
The nickel -- aluminum· alloy .shows a· slightly different 
behavior in that no crossover is fourid ....... The .proposed hypotheses 
can also· account for this pa .. -t-tern. For ·example, the relatively 
high free energy .of the reac:tion of aluminum comb~ining with · 
. - .. 
oxygen to ~Tl,l_.,alumina s~gests that the range over which 
-specimens .te~ted in argon may exhibit better behavior may be 
.. 
drastically· reduceti. Due to the possioility of ~ery rapid 
, 
.•. : •. 1 
.· . -~>)i 
. ···-•,J. 
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· One port·ion of the X-ray ~nalysis consisted -o-f .. s·canning ·· 




was to evaluate the structure and lattice parameters of the alloys· 
-
-.---- . -and their oxides. Three ,s·cannings _were made on ea.ch of .the 
• 
' . 
. . . 
four alloys from spectmens having --conditi·ons of _·a.) base .. material, 
. I • . •.. - . 
. . - . ,, . .. . - -
· heatr-treated but· p.r!or to testing, b .') test~ .··f.or -approximately . 
107 Cycles in the- air atmosphere, and c.) ··te~t~ f9r ai,proxi~atelY 
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10 cycles in the ·argon _atmosphere. · Pert"i.pent results of this 
study are found in Table III. 
First consider the data obtained from the base materials. 
For the pure nickel, the structure was face-centered cubic with a 
0 
lattice parameter a 0 of 3.~29 A. Similar analyses o~ the three 
alloys produced data which also indicated face-centered cubic 
materials and gave the conclu~ion that the alloying element is 
,. ·' 
found as substitutional atoms in the;Tlattice of the solvent nickel. 
Logic~lly, it would.be expected that the addition of ~~ger·or 
smaller solute atoms would increase or decrease., .respectively, 
' 
the lattice parameter of the solvent material. This was found to. 
hold true. 
.. 
; Most important to the present . study was the second set of 
'\ i/1> •• '-
specimens; those tested in air for the'longest life. The oxide· 
' 
and type of oxide formed on these specimens were particularly> 
pertinent in evaluating the previously mentioned mechanical 
) " 
~• I • behavior. ln th~s-~ ___ c.Q._§~~, the oxio·e was_ f_ound to be a. face-




centered ··cul5ic structure of the NaCl type.. Th"l:.~. structure had 
.. ·4,.-, 
i 
























that the .three binary alloys snow.ea-a-s1m1.lar ·str-ucture-1ndica~es·-~------·~-; 
• • 
_.,. _.,..._ r 
a--• • ! that again the alloying elements are in .substitutional ·positions. ., I 
. ·-~ , . . .. l 
wi.th respect to the ni~kel atoms. The relative atomic sizes f 
• • • , J i( 
of~#e alloying elements with respect to nickel affected the. j 
j 
·--------~- - - L 
. . I 
-===- -=-===-~~-·oxide _lattice parameter .in. as. Jtiln.ilaJ'c .. ma:nn_e:r __ TtCQ .. th_g.t"_"JQ_Url_Q._·" _i.JJ. 
thei alloys themselves. ·" , ·· .i. ,.. I 
\ 
- - - ·- -
.. ~:;=···-- ... - - = =•==~.----~~.-~ --=-==--=:·:=x:="~=ay·'~·;.ai~f~f r~"~iciffi~~r~&f aTy's~sc-~~ffi5t'~1ijed""" .... rroril" -·1:he~sPe'cimenS" . ~-~~ 
- ·-· .-. ,--·---- ----- .- ___ - __ ,•_ - ---- • .'..- ----- ______ -_ -·· ---. - ---- _•_c._ • -· •• --- -•_ - -·- -- .---- _!--_ .- -__ : ~--- ·:: ·-c.·.-··-;· -----, ·-_-·,-.·- ··: - - - - - - ··_ • - - - - --- --- - - --- - ·--- - -- - - ---- -- • - ·--- - - - • -- - - - - --~-- - - - - - ·-- --- - -· - - -- -·-· - -- -- --- --- --- - - - ·-· -- --- ---- -- - . -- ------- .--~. -·--·--- --· -- - - -- ~----~--=- ------:--.-- . ~~ 
tested in argon_ showed dt!ferent behavioral trends ·from those 
. '".). . 
not~d for specimens tested in air. P9 nickel and the nickel -
;, aluminum analyses showed only peaks /esulting from the base '·· \ 
. . 
· :··. materials. This indicates that any· surf ace layers or oxides 
~- - \ 
formed during testing were too thin to diffract x-ray radiation 
- -- --- - --~------~ - --- - - -
----·------;- ~---~-~~-~7 '-:.-- •'in ·sufficierit;qtiantities to produce. visible peaks·.above the back-·· 
. ground radiation leyel.f.. It does not preclude the existe·nce of 
.... ,.,, · these 1-ayers, --as will be di~scussed later·. The oxide seen ·on 
the nicke·l - sil:icon alloy during the ·long-life testing -in/ 
• 1 f-- - - - : . -
( - . -- -- - - . 
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t' : --········, 
-_argon was evident in the X ... ray analysis of tills specimen, 
r . . 
- . altb.ough even in this case the vintensities of the oxide peaks 
were very small compared with thos'.e of the alloy itself. 
The nickel beryllium alloy showed a significant departure 
. . 
·trom the behavior _of the other materials. X-ray diffraction 
analysis of the argon-tested· specimen showed at-least two sets 
•A O ~ 
of correlated peaks, the st.rongest being of the be1se material. 
The positions where the oxide_ peaks might have occurred showed 
. ~ - 1 . 
some slight.indication that the necessary oxide thickness for 
.visible peaks .above background may have been attained.· Most 
unusua-i was a set of 'peaks which indexed to· be a face:a-centered 
0 
cubic material of lattice parameter 3.527A.· The· presence of 
I 
• I ,• 
these peaks discloses the existence of a material having the 
same structure and i si~ilar lattice parameter to that of the 
. . 
pure· nickel. Efforts tb obtain an explanation for the presence 
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. . analys i_s · ·\'!_ere uns~.cc_~~ful .. _ . _ __ __ _ _ ______ .. ______ . ---~~-------- __ _. ____ .. -_________ ...._ ____ _ 
...... '\. 
- . ,.Metallography and Electron Probe Analysis 
··-·· .. ) .... ------·-···- .. ·-···-··· ... -- __ ._ -------
--
A. Cracking Behavior 
.•. ~ <' 
~- .. .. The first observation made of every specimen was of the as-
tested surface. In the· cases of the argon-tested and short-time 
~ ' 
• 
-air-tested specimens, d~:rect observat~ons of· the cracks and speci-
. . ~ . _. 
. ., 
- -- ---- .... 
_.., 
1====-=-=~==--=-=--===-=--~--==m=e=n=_surface_ co1:1ld b~ m~c9-~.!~-~c.,~QQ~§J~.1'Y~t.1=QD_§~.--9.rL,10ng-lif~ __ at~-te_~~ed __ -___________ _ 
·specimens were more difficult ~nd required removal of the ox.ide 
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of cracks and the presence.; or ab_sence ·of branching of ··ttie·se , 
·a - - · l , ' 
' . - . - . - - .. ~~-· -·. .. - - --· ; .. ·--· ~ 1 -~- . ~ 
cracks (see Table IV). Previous investigators. (31,_ ,-32) have 
f-ound · that the number· and type of _cracks formed dl)r-ing high 
lemperature repeated ·stressing are dependent upon many factors, 
. . - . - - --- - - .' _-·. . - ... ~. . ; 
_, ... _ _, _____ -------~- .. s-e·veral 'of which ·a·r-e·:-·- ptress amplitude, mean stress',. cycling __ -
" 
frequency:~ 1 tempeFature, envi~onment, and . metallurgical· struct:.ure·. ; 
• < 
"r 
. s ... 
_ The three factors pertinent to the· present s·tudy are.: stress 
- _ amplitude,- env~~'?nment ~ arid meta·11u~gical s:t~.y.ctura.1 changesf .·. · -- ~ . 4 . ~ .. 'L... ... _ ..... , .. ..,,. .. ~~ 
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exhibited crack branching, while the lower levels showed little · · 
or no branching at all. The similar cracking characte,ristics 
of pure nickel specimens tested in t~e two.atmospheres may be 
partially attributed to the problem o~ grain growth. At the 
testing temperature used for example, evidence showed that 
secondary recrystallization occurred in the pure nickel. . 
. .. 
· ....... . 
The influence of· atmosphere upon the cracking behavior· of · °thEf .J 
.. 
binary alloys was most evident with long endurance life. --While 
specimens tested for short end·urance life in both atmospheres\_~ 
- . 
showed branching of only a few major cracks ( see Figur·e 12), 
those tested in air for long times showed many cra·c,l<.s as 
I 
pre.viously predicted (9~ and reported by Danek, et al (23). 
In addl.ti.on to tH~:---"obse:vations recorded in . Table nt,~the 
pure nickel exhibited another striking behavior in.the.argon 
atmosphere, that is, deformation in the grains. The evenly 
----·" ·ct·istributed su.rface slip i·n many of the grains, Figure 13a, · is a 
#' 
-~ ~·~ ·~~-=-='=-~~~----
known feature ~deformation at elevated temperatures (34,~5). 
The resultant effect of this- deformation in ~he.' grains and the 
relatively large grain-s-ize of the material produced the extreme 
roughness of ·this specimen ( see Figure 13b). 
. The- met-a-11ie-- f ailU-re-·-mode-- .was_ comple.tely interg:ranulq.~_jp, -· 
. .. ~ 
... 
.. 
~-·-·-·--'-·-.....;..._ __ ~--~~ ........ a_t_u __ r_e •. 'rhe term. "eqaicohesive temperature" has been used in the · · 
-a-- - - ~---,~-------------~ariy . iiterat~~~--~~i~~~g·· t ~--~le"vaEec1 :1:emperatu.Y.·e.,·tr~hctvtor-;"--4'tr±~-···-----~----
~ ' ·---,-····--·---·----'-~----·-·--···-- .... _ ... ______ -------·-- -----,---··-·····---- ... : ......• : ......... ~::_ ........... - ... ··-·--:~- ·-- - - .. . 
.t 
·-= 
.. J ... 
.. . 
term was used to designate that temperatur~ under the give~ . , .. -.-. -~--------
testing cond1t.ions, where the cohesive strengths of the bulk 
granµl.ar material and the grain boundary material were equal. 
Obviously ~- -~he cases studied, thi,s temperatuFe has bee~ 
exceeded. Figure 14 shows a typical transverse view of an@ 
'\. .. I) "" 
1 
intergranular fracture surface. 
·B. · Oxidation and ·it$ e·ffects .... 
.. 
' 
The evaluation of these diffe_rent. cracking· .phenomena .is ~ 
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dep~ndent upon many· interrelated factors. A consideration of 
the effect of oxide formation on the specimen surface is impera- . ;. 
' tive. i_. Figure 15 shows a typical surface view of ·a specimen of 
pure ni.ckel tested in air at a high stress leve1·. This pic'ture 




- The presence of oxide on· the . surf ace or. in~,g:nain boundaries 
. 
can strengthen the base material at elevated tem2eratures. Three 
...--....... ... 
methods of oxidation strengthening are known: (a) __ before cracks 
develop, a surface oxide layer may act as a barrier to surface 
.... 
slip; (b) oxidation.can reduce the rate or. stop crack propagation· 
, 
_ ? or. 
py blunting the crack tips; and ( c) internal. oxidation can 
strengthen the material ( 28) ~- , All three of these mechanisms .. 
-,~~· •• : •. I 
were encountered in this study. 
The first"'mechanism, that is, formation of a, surface oxide 
which inhibits plastic deformation, is shown in a comparison of 
.. 
·Figures 13 and 15. McHenry an~ Probst {33) made similar 
~.~· Q 




_ .. _ - ,l . 
upon its adherence to the base· mat'erial and a·l-so· -~ori the· nature ..... _ ·- · · -- -- ·----
. - ~ 
of ·theoxiae-~itseIT{ 36) ~ Several conditions~,,. one· of ,wh.ich is 
,., 
the relati.ve specific volumes of" the oxide and the base metal, 
have a strong effect'on the adheren~e of the ·oxide (37). 
Calculations of the above showed that in all cases the oxide 
_. ' • ( I 
had. a greater specifi.c ·volume than the-- base -metal-. -rhis provides· 
- •· ..• -- .,.,, 
.Q 
• ~ • • some support for the .existence of __ gg~rent ox.ide.s ..... OJ;i._the. ... _.~----·u•-'"·--~.: .. 4-"4<..l'-'"'i~-Y~<-...~~"~'~r~-.,.,,_.~,., 
__ .,._,,_-"-"-"0%t.bttt t:e <zta"'- . _1:m6t:n:r::t~~--- ,.------·--··-.,,.••••-•••-·-.. .- ... ..--. ... ,.,._t ,,. ..... ..,~ ... --..,._...,._--.._ ...... .__.--l_-..p_.....,....~-• r,,s;r~•,~11-Q.e.&ao.L~ll:J~'-l.""'c. • .... ~ti!---- · 
, __________ .. -- -· . _s_p~cin:u;!}§ __ t~$j:_§.d_!.--~---N_i_ckel_".alloys,----in-,-genePal-·,-- show ·=th.~s~--.teooeney-_=-~---====--=-·= -·=: . 
' . . . ·,,---· . 0 
·toward adherent oxides at·temperatures greater t~an 1200 F. 
-- - - --·-- - -- ·-- .. (10, 38, 40). 4 .. , ... 
. ~ 
-















- -.. - -
alloys teste9 except in the case shown in Figure 16 where the 
1 ,1 ~ • -.Iii... .. • -c""" 
oxid.e has undergone some fiaking. .. This may have been due to 
\ ......... _ -
\ rapid 
found 
~ooling from°' testing--temperaturel?_, · although it _was: only 
in specimens- of the nicke'l -beryllium alloy tested at the 
lowest stress levels.- .Another feature of Figure 16 is the 
. . 
··-~-presence of a second oxide layer (lighter areas) beneath ·the· -
.... , ___ , 
- - - • ,> 
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\,. , . 
, ., 
· flaked-off oxide. The existence of two-layered oxides on nickel 
·. alloys has been reported (38, 41) but, in the present study, 
little evidence other than that illustrated above was found. 
> 
A second type of strengthening is produced by crack : · , 
blunting. Figure 17a shows a· view of two cracks observed in a 
pure nickel specimen tested in air for a long endurance life. 
Note that the tip of the longer crack has been blunted and that 
the crack itself has been filled with oxide. The binary alloys, 
. . 
for example nickel beryllium Figure 17b, also exhibited this 
\ 
pehnomenon. This behavior nicely illustrates the .oxide · 
, • I 
strength~ning mechanism which slows crack growth. Of cgur-se, if 
'• 
the oxide slows or stops crack· growth, more cracks. will be 
·~ 
initiated and start to grow. In this mann·er, the many cracks 
seen in the long endurance life air~tested specimens c.~n be formed. 
The crack blunting mechani·sm is also dependent upo~ the ·· 
. mechanical prop_ertie-s of the oxide. in the .cracks. For the 
~ . 
blunting proces_~~,to. qccur without· fracture of the oxide, the 
-........ . 
oxide must be much stronger than the metal itself or ~t. .must show 
• • . . . . l ... 
·sufficient duct-altty--to wYthst,and· the cycl·i·c straining without 
. ·~, ....... ..,.. .. 
·rupture. 
• (;I 1 ' , 
The electron probe microanalyzer was_ very u"sef.µJ_ · for 
... . 
..,_ - -
observations relating to oxidation: Grain bounda.ry ·segregat:ion 
........ : . 
prior to testing ·can a~fect oxidation and fracture significantly 
• • • 
• • i.; 
-·--------------------=--=-(42--}.,---:,. --- -Tll-e -g-reater t-enelefl·e-ies- ---ef----tll-e alloying elements to 
' ' . 
.-.,.= ;; 
t . 
~---·----·-·-~~-_ _ __ . ____ _:_ ____________ a.C-Gompani.ed -· ~1?-Y ~;· increased. ---solu.t;e ~ cGn t-e-nt-iR---t h-e--- .. bounda··r-±es·;--· · - -The· - ··- · ~--~--~---- · ··----· -··--
.. , n,ickel - aluminum alloy as-tested in air, Figure ~8, supports 
• ..ti ' 
this suggestion. The concentration of aluminum in the alloy i~. 
t I • 
seen in the.aluminum X-ray i~ge, Figure 18b, where the 
. ·. . . .. ,-
• - ~ )., 11,··· ~ • I 
·----·. aluminum concentration is proportional to· the density of white -"' 
. .· . . l . 
-----
· spots~ An aluminum x~ray line scan,. Fi-gure 18c, ,of - the line AB 
. . - cl.'6.ssing _g grain bounda~y · seen ill Figure 18~ clearly Shows the' . 
·-·. 
.. 
, .... . 
-·· 
.. . differences of concentration: between. the gra·in . boundary ma.terial 
- - - - -
-
. . 
• ,C and· the -bulk material. This type of solute concentration, 
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, boundary oxidation. In contrast, a probe analysis of the heat~ 
--- . .i 
. 
treated, but untested materials showed no indication of _solute 
__ segregation at the grain boundaries. 
0 
~ 
The third strengthening mechanism, that i$, internal oxidation 
is influenced primarily by the same factors as grain poundary 
oxidation. The most important of these conditions, that is:. 
-
(a) .the nature artd. concentration __ -of ions in the grain 
boµndaries; (b)' existence of nucleation sites;· and (c) presence 
- -~ of sufficient o2(ygen, suggest that oxygen must diffuse relatively 
rapidly (46). The controlling process for surface oxide formation 
' is also importa~t to internal oxidation. In nickel alloys, this 
process can be either diffusion of nickel through the oxide 
t 
(25, 44, 45) or diffusion 6f oxygen rions (10, 46, 47) into 
the base material. 
Depletion of sol~te concentration precedes both bulk and 
grain boundary ox-idation. · Hence, the diffJsion rates of the 
so1t:ute elements combined w~th their _rates of oxidation must 
. . 
greatly exceed th!3,t of ·the nickel ·atoms. At 1500° F. , the 
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- • ·- -:----·~---· ---.-,- ----"j" 
-.. than nickel ( 27, 48, 49). 
.~ 
-Deep penetrations of 
·were found in many of the 
alloys. Examples of this 
I 
oxyge!l along interior.grain-boundaries 
. 
. 
air-tested .specimens of the binary 
are shown ~n Figures 19a and 19b,, · 
-
specimens of the nickel -.aluminurri and nickel - silicon alloys, 





. -19b is. seen ·in Figure .. 20a. Abnor~aliti~s __ i.n-,,~h~ grain boundaries 
~~--------------




are clearly evident in the electron image,· ~igure 20b. A most 
____ ___. __________
_______
____ ·--- ____________ ..
 ___ ,..._..__,. __ ---------------·. ------------
. - --
""'- -:.. • . ·.· ----·-··· :-,:· ---- --. --- -- - - - ------------
----------
-----~~-----.L--....__.....__ __ 
important feature is the eoncentration of the alloying element, 
. -. 
silicon-, -shown in t-he x-ray-,,.image, Figure 20c. -Quantitatively---
. 
the grain boll!ldary concentration- of silicon was approxi~t_e1y··· 
' 
four t;imes·the concentration in-the bulk material. This 
----
· ii:icrease in the int~rgranular regions ·indicates· the presence . 
. 
. 









the su·rface -layer •. This concentration .also results in -
-
----
- - . . . 
- corresponding sqlute depletion_ of· adjacent areas. .These 
• -~ l 
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deplet~d regions exhibited concentrations approximately.one-half
 
that in the bu.lk material. . . 
The results thus far have presented evidence -ver_ifying 
- ---... 
• 
the presence of variations in solute concentrations, but"-n
o· .r · 
proof has yet b·een· given_ to evaluate whether this effect i
s 
. 




both. A microprobe analysis was made on. a specimen of the
 





photomicrograph of the selected area. Structural abnorma
lities 
are, seen .in the electron image, Figure 21b. An examinati
on of 
the silicon x-ray image, Figure 21c, shows the grain bound
ary 





the heavily oxidized specimen ( see Figure 20c). Recalling 
that these long time argon tests showed a slight amou.r1t .or
 
surface oxide explains the probable cause for the small co
ncen-
trations which can be found. This evidence indi:cates that
 the 
soJ_ute element concentrations have been caused primarily by 
oxidation alone. 
' 
The exact_ nature of the oxygen penetration just below the 
}~:'. ~- .. ---··-·· ·- -------;----.-;--~-~,---__..;. ---·-- ---- ·-· - --- -·---- ------·-
~' ~ . 
' surface oxide was examined closely., - A ·specimen of ,the nickel-
; # • • . ~ 
, 
-
~- ·· aluminum alloy, Figure· 22a, 'shows_ finely dispersed part
icles 
. _____ .. in crystallographic orientations. A perpendicular view
, 
-- '' 
i} Figure. 22b, also shows this behavior. Wolf, et al (11) 
ft. ~ · reported that similar c3.lloys have a subscale morphology· of 
r..;!.,,.~ 
ir:Ir · oriented acicular particles of oxide. T
hese particles were 
.. 
.. ' ~ r. 
....... .,, ___ 
.\ 
. ~;.: 
~~et---_____ __,_.,...,..._---,,.-.;. ______ f.ormed~Y--~-~ .. lective oxidation of one co
nstituent· in the alloy.-
~!c+-•. _ --~~~--------· As already d~~;;~;:;:·~-s;i~i~ conc~r'ationS--~r-e-:-ar
esu1t·-0£---·--....:. ..... __ .. _ ........ _ 
f I oxidation. Hence, if the particles observed are_ ~Xi~e, · 








regions containing a high density of these particles shoul
d 
,.,.,., show increased solute concentration. This is clearly 
... ~ w. • 
demonstrated b-y-.. -figure 2_3. 
Transverse ·sections of maJ}y specimens showed a striking 
_grain boundary behav-ior othe~r than int:ernal oxidation (seeJ, -
• 
• .. 
' '. r > - ' 
--Figure .24). Voict·s located in the grain boundaries of. these _ .. 
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seen in the unetched sections. Th.e .. absence of ·this g~ain boundary 
delineation at the center of t~e specimens gave some indication 
-.,_ 
of why t.hese markings. appear.· Recal-l that the specimens have 
been tested in reversed bending and that the central portion 
" . --~ .. 
· · . of the sp~cimen, that is, near the neutral axis, has not been 
subjected to the. flexural loadifig. Hence, stress may play 
s-ome part ·in causing- this phenomenon. Mullendove and Grant (42) 
' 
state that during fatigue at high temperatures and low stresses,. . . 
voids can be formed·· at grain boundaries without ·failure. 
Another investigator correlates these voids.with instantaneous 
creep (43). 
Similar behavior to that above was also seen: in nickel -
aluminum specimens, Figure 2 5, ·tested for short endurance life 
in air. This delineation was also exhibited by binary alloy 
,, 
specimens tested in argon: T}:l.us, the ·grain boundary markings 
... 
' ; ' 
appear to be a separation resulting {rom structurai changes 
\au~ed by the testing stresses and are found tb occur·· 
independently of oxidation ( 35). _ 
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- _, ___ , ____ ...-.,--..__J , ____ -- - -·-,-e.----··-Ef--f-eet-s-"-0£.- · Solute Elements •- ~ 
, 
.. 
The- oxidation -behavior of the binary alloys under static 
• • . 
I . 
-... ·unstressed conditions helped to serve-· as~.a .~ey to the -effects 
of alloying element·s. · Figure _26 shows transverse views of the 
oxidation layers formed on the alloys. Not.e that the subscale 
penetration into the nic'kel ·- silicon_ alloy, Figure 26b, is· 
. 
. 
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alloying addition (11). The nickel - aluminum alloy, Figure 26c, 
has.a thinner surface scale anq exhibits a deeper subscale 
penet:ration. These behaviors are the combi~d- effect of the-
relative atom s~e and the_-greater tendency toward oxidation 
. 
' 
of the solute elements as ~ompared to those of the host metal. 
.,I . 
. . 1""----
. The ~most pronounced ·effects of the- solute elements •.are 
.,.._____.... 
- . __., . . 
. 
manifested in the comparative -behavior of. ·the binary alloys 
. i~-""fhe air and argon atmospheres. ThE!ir iilfluence is 
"'l!" • - .. i 
I ·. -~· . ..:-. 
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negligible when the alloys are used in the inert argon \_ __ 
-environment at elevated temperatures ( see Figure 6). The 
significant value of alloying is realized when the materials 
un9ergo long periods of stressing.in oxidizing environments. 










~ompared to that of the host metal qualitatively def1nes the 
endurance range over which the effect of the solute element 
0








point corresponding to the end~rance life fpr which mechanical 
I . 
.. 
behavior becomes·superior in air rises to higher stress +evels 
' 
as the oxidation tendency of the ·alloying element increases. 
f~ 
The changes created in the oxidation characteristics 
of the solvent metal also stiow the effect of the alloying 
elements. Judi-cious,choice of solute element permits the 
•7/' 
formation of internal oxidation or -dispersed oxide partic~es 
thus, the material can; be s trengt hen~d \ ~der proper conditions; 
-
\ ----for elev·ated temperature use-. 
. 
) . . 
•• 
~) -v) . .-A -. • .# 
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·The high temperature mechanical behavior of nickel alloys ~ i 




atmospheres. Striking differences related to the environmenta
l 




The behavior in the air atmosphere under repeated stressing 
at 1500° F. ( see -Figure 5) was typical of fatigue-type ·behavior;~-
This behavior indicated the strengthening effect ot the alloyin
g 
elements. Surf ace oxide, oxide blunting of crack t-ips, and 
.... 
internal oxidation, that is, dispersed oxide particles, 
produced under these testing conditions, were the primary c' 
strengthening mecDanisms . 
• 
'l.; 
The material behavior in the argon atmosphere showed no 
differentiation in the endurance life in the alloys tested I 
( see Figure 6) . As no oxygen was present, the oxide 
• 




. . \ 
,.-: 
: -----. -_ --·-'-·----~~7.-----------atu~e- -was re-la'tively high with. r_e~p_ec_t_ t_Q _tqe _









pure nickel, ap.proximately O. 63 Tmp; hence, solid· ·solution · 
.. ' 
r,' • 
. . . 
alloying effects were negligib+e and creep-type behavior was 
·the controlling mode.· 





 For each alloy, a· coml)ariS6ri of the Jl)echanical- behaviors· ·, - , -~ 
• 
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~ech~}cal behavior at short endurance life, while t~?~~- tested 
1n a1rl were ·superior at long endurance life. The·(·~nge for 
which the behavior of the air-tested specimens 
qualitatively related ·to the relative tendency 
' 
.- I 
is superior is 
toward oxidation ·· 
of the principal alloying element compared wit~ the host 
metal, nickel. ·· 
. 
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The following conclusions can be obtained from the present 
. 't" 
study of the high temperature 
alloys at 1500° F. 
mechanical behavior of binary nickel'. 
(1) ,In the oxidizing air atmosphere,. the relative endurance 
life of the alloys can be qualitatively related to the 
1500° F. tensile strengths. 
(:2) Tensile strength and fatigue strengt}:l are not r~lated µ..\. 
when repeated stressing ·occurs in an inert argon 
atmosphere at 1500° F •. Analogous to creep at temper-
. -
atures gr.eater than one-half the absolute melting 
. / 
temperature, the endurance life is relate"d primarily to 
the properties of the host material. 
( 3) In accord witl1_ the_ literature, three oxide s.trengthening 
mechanisms were found to operate under the oxidizing 
conditions employed. They are: 
(a) surface oxide inhibiting surface slip 
........... ···-( p) _ o~ide blunting.of _crack tips 
~------------·-:.- . "---...-,~"" - ---- ·:-:--
( . ' • t -·~ - .¥: • • da . . c 1 L .irtternal -nxi tion.-- .. -·. -·-·-·····""·" ...... -·0 • ~- •• 
, .. -· 
·-··~"'fl.' . 
(. (.4) , Significant increases of solute concentration .... J.ong 
• 
interior grain boundaries are caused primarily by 
I 
oxidation. Subsequent decreases of solutE;_ in adjacent 
.. 
. 
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while oxicti·zing atmospheres are superior for longer ·life 
. ~ . . 
at 1500° F. The range in which the mechanical behavior 
l -
i!1·an oxidizing atmosphere.is superior is qualitatively 
----·-· .,_1. • I 
rela-ted to the ease of ox-idation of the alloying element. 
-
compared to that of the host material. These findings 
have potential value as guidelines for design~ of alloys· 
. 
for use under conqitions involving repeated stre$S .at-
at elevated temperatures. --
.... -· 
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·Further Work 
----
The following· suggestion-s for further study are ·made with tfie. 
- ~- ........ -
p·urpose 9£ guiding continued research in this area. .. 
r1·J._ --Two adjustments with r)spect to equipment should be 
attempted. A smaller atmospher~chamber should be developed. 
This would._ facilitate simpler and .more complete flushing. 
Secondly, the method of te~perature sensing .. -~and control shoulo--be 
. - 0 ' 
reevaluated with respect to precision and accuracy., 
. p 
(2) A series of tests similar to that in the present work 
but at an intermediate tem~erature would be enlightening. In this 
series, the combination of both intergranu;t.ar and transgranular 
fracture could be examined. ~ 
(3) Another approacl) could be a study involving a single 
binary alloy in the following types of atmospheres: 
"(a) 
. ~ . ( b) 
oxidizing. to bo.th solvent and solute elements 
' 
oxidizing . t-o solute element only 
. -··,. -,- ..;.:..._ ~ --
- ------{c) non-oxidizing, _ijle. in~rt," with resp~ct to the .. 
entire alloy. 
'.· 




effects of~oxide formation and dispersed oxides. 
'I..-~ 
:,: 
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-The fol-lowing suggestions for further study a·re made with the 
~purpose or--gu~ding coo-t--inueci.--resear_cb _in this area. 
(1) Two adjustments. with respect to equipment should be 
attempted. A smaller atmosphere chamber should ·be developed~ 
This would-facilitate simpler and more complete flushing. 
Secondly, the method of temperature sensing and control should.be 
r ~ 
, u 
reevaluated with Pespect to precision and accuracy. 
-- 7 
(2) A series of tests similar to that in the present work 
but ~tan intermediate temperature would be enl~ghtening. In this 
, ~-'.~.series, the combination of both intergranular and t.ransgranular 
,-fracture. could be examined. 
(3) Another_approach~could b~ a study involving a single 
-binary alloy in t~e following types of atmospheres: 
(a) oxidizing to both solyent and solute elements 
{b) oxidizing to solute element only . 
- ·---.:--~--....... - ......... · --·· ___ _;__;_ _ __._E c-"')--non--ox-id-i:-zing, i: e ~, inert, with respect to the 
entire alloy. 
This s~dy would provide for a more complete evaiuation of the 
effects of oxide formation and dispersed oxides. 
.-
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Appendix I ·stress e·alculation 
.stres~es at the surface of· thEf.?pecimens were calculated 














• maximum stress 
·bending~ moment 
- distance from neutral axis to surface· 
centroidal moment of inertia 






19. 5 P 
2. 
wt 
·- applied load 
width of specimen at red.uced .:sect·ion 
specimen thickness. 
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X-ray Diffraction Data 
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Substrate Cracking Behavior 
.... 
. ~~ 
1 - 2 3 '4 Allo:t AtmosEhere Stress Life Number of cracks ·Branching ., 
... -· 
-
Pure Ni • 4,000 107 1 '. air many 
-
...::.--n ~ • 
8,000 104 many (:P) yes 
I) ,~~~ .. 
argon 3,000 10 · many -
"' 
10,000 105 ·many (D) yes 
.. ,i,_ . ., 
Ni-Al • 6,500 107 air many - ............. _._ ... 




-·-., 3 000 (-A) argon one .- ____ .,. 
. ' 




Ni-Be • 7,000 air man -
12,000 2xl04 few (B) .yes 
argon 3,000 107 very few-- : .. 
·14,000. 2xl04 several (C) yes 
Ni-Si • 5,500 107 many air -
0 • 4 
11, 000 · · ·3xl-O one yes 
..._., 
107 argon 4,000 ·one (A) -
"i3,000 3xl04 • - ~---- - I -~ ') several (C) yes . 
.. 
' 
-· - -- ---
.. 
-Notes: .. .I. 
' " (1) a approximate stress level (psi) of.testing-(jf specimens observed 
~ . 
. ( 2) 1order of magnitude of endurance life of sp·ecimens obs~ryed. 
- ,,,__.,, - - - - - ----- -- ---~ ---- - - - - -
--------=------
. . . 
- . . 
- (3) letters in parentheses--aes-rgnate a schemat1.c phot'ograph-"-from 
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Table IV (cont'd.) 
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Figur 6. f'atigue data for 
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... F;igure 8 
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Comparison-of fatigue behavior of pure nickel tested in air and 
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Figure 9 Comparis9n of fatigue 
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F,igure 10 ·compar~son of fatigue bebavior of Ni-Si ·alloy"as · tested iri a-i~ 
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Comparison of fatigue behavior of Ni-Be alloy as tested in air-


























Figure 12 Macrograph of Ni-Be alloy showing · 1 
typical surfac~ view of fracture as tested 
in air ( 3~. 9x10 cycles), .1sx. · 
• J 
(.al (b) 
-Figure 13 Macrographs of pure nickel tested in argon (l.2·3x 
105 cycles. (a) su.r.f.ace slip in th · grains, 14X, 
(b) . surface roughness after testing, S.2X. · 
.. \ ' l • 
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Figure 14 Macrograph of Ni-Si alloy tested in air (8.19x 
105 . cycles) ~hewing typical intergranular .fracture ·~. 
surface, ax. 
) 
-Figure 153 ~a re>g£aph of pure nickel tested in air (7.Sx 10 cycles)" showing fracture of ·· oxide layer, 14X •.. 
.. 
• 
. . \. 



























· Figure ·16 Mac7ograph of Ni-Be alloy tested i;-~ir . 





Figure 17" Blunt~g of. crack7tips by oxide. (a) Pure nickel ' tested ·in air (l.02x19 cycles), 200X, (b) Ni-Be alloy 
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Figure 18 · Miqrographs of Ni-Al alloy tested in air (l.Oxl07 cycles). (a) grain boundary 
behavior as seen in the ligh~. microscope, 250X, (b) aluminum x-ray image showing 
·, aluminum colentrat~ons at grain boundaries, 2SOX, (c) aluminum x-ray line scan 
of line AB r (a). -Note: aluminum concentration at peak is 14%, approximately 














Figure 19 Oxidation as a result of stressing in air 
, atmosphere. (a) Ni-Al alloy ~l.Oxl07· cycles), 
SOX, (b) Ni-Si .alloy (1.0xlO cycles), SOX. 
~ .. J 
\ \ 












































(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 20 Micrographs of Ni-Si alloy tested in air (l.Oxl07 cycles). (a) internally 
d oxidized region, 2SOX, (b) electron image showing structure, 2SOX, (c) silicon 
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(a) ' (b) (c) 
Figure 21 1 Micrographs of Ni-Si alloy tested in argon (7.46xl0
6 cycles). (a) view of 
surface and adjacent region, 2SOX, (b) electron image, 2SOX, (c) silicon x-ray 





























22 Micrographs of Ni-Al alloy tested in air 
(l.Oxl07 cycles). (a) .d-ispersion of particles:.· 
below the surface, SOOX, (b) view transverse 
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23 Micrographs of Ni-Al alloy tested 'in air 
(l.Oxl07 cycles). · (a) surf-ace and subsurface 
oxidation., 250X, , (b) aluminum x-ray image -
showing enhanced aluminum content in the region -
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Figure ·24 Micrograph of Ni-Be alloy tested in air (1.0xl07 cycles) showing features of · 
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Figure 25 Microg~aph of Ni-Al alloy tested in 
air (7.2xl0 cycles). Note grain boundary 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 26 oxidation of unstressed material. (a) Ni-Be alloy, soqx, (b) Ni-Si a loy, 
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